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A A brief introduction to Modern Coexistence Theory on
competitive exclusion

Modern Coexistence Theory (MCT) is widely adopted to study competitive exclusion (Chesson,
2000; Fukami et al., 2016; Ke & Letten, 2018). The canonical formalism of MCT on two-species
communities builds upon Lotka-Volterra (LV) competition dynamics. The formulation of
two-species LV competition dynamics is written as

dN1
dt

= N1(r1 − α11N1 − α12N2)

dN2
dt

= N2(r2 − α21N1 − α22N2),
(S1)

where the variable Ni represents the abundance of species i, the parameters ri > 0 and αii > 0
correspond to the intrinsic growth rate and the self-regulation (or intra-specific competition) of
species i, respectively, and α12 > 0 and α21 > 0 are the corresponding interspecific competition
strengths.

From the LV competition dynamics, MCT defines niche overlap ρ as ρ =
√
α12α21/α11α22, and

species average fitness ratio κ2/κ1 as r2/r1
√
α11α12/α22α21 (Chesson, 2018; Bartomeus & Godoy,

2018). Building upon these two concepts, MCT claims that contingent exclusion arises when

1
ρ
<
κ2
κ1

< ρ, (S2)

and deterministic exclusion arises when

κ2
κ1

> max{1
ρ
, ρ} or κ2

κ1
< min{1

ρ
, ρ} (S3)

These conditions are illustrated in Figure 3. Note that we used the effective intrinsic growth rates
and competition strength in Figure 3 as we translated the population dynamics of grass species into
Equation S1.
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B Interpretation of Structural Approach in different theoretical
formalisms

The crux of the structural approach is to simplify ecological dynamics as a function of internal and
external conditions. In the main text, we have represent external conditions by intrinsic growth
rates and represent internal conditions by the competition structure. Here we briefly interpret this
representation across several mathematically equivalent but ecologically different theoretical
formalism of Lotka-Volterra dynamics. A more detailed discussion can be found in Song et al.
(2020).

There are three theoretical formalisms of two-species Lotka-Volterra dynamics. The formalism we
adopted in the structural approach (which we call r-formalism) is:

dN1
dt

= N1(r1 − α11N1 − α12N2)

dN2
dt

= N2(r2 − α21N1 − α22N2).
(S4)

where ri and αij are separated.

Modern Coexistence Theory usually adopts another formalism (which we call MCT-formalism):
dN1
dt

= N1r1(1− ᾱ11N1 − ᾱ12N2)

dN2
dt

= N2r2(1− ᾱ21N1 − ᾱ22N2).
(S5)

where ᾱij = αij/ri. Thus, under the MCT-formalism, ri and ᾱij are interlinked.

And the third formalism (which we call K-formalism) is:
dN1
dt

= N1
r1
K1

(K1 −N1 − a12N2)

dN2
dt

= N2
r2
K2

(K2 − a21N1 −N2).
(S6)

where the competition strength is to be standardized by the intraspecific competition, i.e.,
aij = αij/αii.

We first focus on the link between r-formalism and MCT-formalism. The ecological interpretations
are fundamentally different in these two formalisms. The reason is that while αij and ᾱij are both
called interaction strengths, they have different units: αij in the r-formalism measures the absolute
reduction in the growth rates, while ᾱij in the MCT-formalism measures the relative reduction in
the growth rates to the maximum growth rates. The reason why we have adopted the r-formalism
is that αij in the r-formalism is what most empirical studies measure.

We then focus on the link between r-formalism and K-formalism. To establish the equivalence
between the r-formalism and the K-formalism, the carrying capacity Ki of species i and the
intrinsic growth rates are linked via Ki = ri/αii. Thus, if we assume that αii is fixed (which is a
common assumption in theoretical and empirical studies), then Ki and ri would reflect identical
biotic or abiotic information.
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C Applying the structural approach to the population dynamics
of annual and perennial species

C.1 A brief introduction of the structural approach

Here we present a brief, self-contained description of the structural approach in community ecology.
A more detailed, technical description can be found in Song et al. (2018).

Consider an ecological community with S interacting species governed by some nonlinear
population dynamics. Suppose the equilibrium {N∗j } of the community is constrained by a set of
linear equations,

ri =
S∑
j=1

aijN
∗
j , i = 1, . . . , S (S7)

where ri is referred as the effective intrinsic growth rate and aij is referred as the effective
interaction strength.

Feasibility of the community refers to the situation in which the equilibrium of all species is
positive (i.e., N∗j > 0, for all j) (Roberts, 1974). The feasibility domain DF—the full set of intrinsic
growth rates ri that gives rise to feasibility—is given by (Logofet, 1993; Song et al., 2018):

DF =
{
r | r = −N∗1 v1 − · · · −N∗SvS , with N∗1 , . . . , N

∗
S > 0

}
, (S8)

where vi = {a1i, . . . , aSi} is the ith column vector of the interaction matrix.

Importantly, the operation of positive scalar multiplication on the column space of the effective
competition structure A does not change the feasibility domain (Song et al., 2018). Specifically,
vj → cjvj when cj is some positive constant (equivalently, changing the effective competition
strength from aij to cjaij for all i) does not change the feasibility domain.

C.2 Annual species

We first apply the structural approach to the population dynamics of annual species. As a
reminder, the population dynamics of annual species is written as:

Ni(t+ 1) = Ni(t)gi
λi

1 +
∑
j αijDj(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

germinated seeds under competition

+ Ni(t)(1− gi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-germinated seeds

, (S9)

To perform the feasibility analysis in the structural approach, we focus on the equilibrium
Ni(t+ 1) = Ni(t). The equilibrium condition is equivalent to:

Ni(t+ 1) = Ni(t) (S10)

⇔ Ni(t)gi
λi

1 +
∑
j αijDj(t)

+Ni(t)(1− gi) = Ni(t) (S11)

⇔ gi
λi

1 +
∑
j αijDj(t)

+ (1− gi) = 1 (S12)

⇔ gi
λi

1 +
∑
j αijDj(t)

− gi = 0 (S13)

⇔ λi − 1 =
∑
j

αijDj(t) (S14)
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Substituting the definition of Dj from Eqn. (2), the equilibrium condition can be equivalently
expressed as:

λi − 1 =
∑
j∈A

αijgjNj +
∑
j∈P

αijgjN
S
j , i ∈ A (S15)

C.3 Perennial species

Then we apply the structural approach to the population dynamics of perennial species. As a
reminder, the population dynamics of perennial species are written as:

NS
i (t+ 1) = NA

i (t) λi
1 +

∑
j αijDj(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

produced seeds from adults

+ NS
i (t)(1− gi)︸ ︷︷ ︸

non-germinated seeds

, (S16)

NA
i (t+ 1) = NA

i (t)ωi︸ ︷︷ ︸
survived adults

+NS
i (t) givi

1 +
∑
j βijDj(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

germinated seeds into adults

, (S17)

C.3.1 Excluding life-history processes in perennial species

When we exclude the life-history processes in perennial species, the equilibrium condition is same
as that of annual species (Eqn. S15):

λi − 1 =
∑
j∈A

αijgjNj +
∑
j∈P

αijgjN
S
j , i ∈ P. (S18)

C.3.2 Incorporating life-history processes in perennial species

Without considering the density-dependence in transition from adults to seeds Here
we consider the case when the germinated seeds into adults are not under the pressure of
competition. Mathematically, βij = 0 in Eqn. 4. Specifically, Eqns. 3 and 4 reduce to:

giN
S
i = NA

i

λi
1 +

∑
j∈A αijgjNj +

∑
j∈P αijgjN

S
j +

∑
j∈P αijN

A
j

, (S19)

NA
i = NS

i

givi
1− ωi

. (S20)

Substituting the expression of NA
i from Eqn. (S20) into Eqn. (S19), the equilibrium conditions are:

giN
S
i = NS

i

givi
1− ωi

λi
1 +

∑
j∈A αijgjNj +

∑
j∈P αijgjN

S
j +

∑
j∈P αijN

S
j
gjvj

1−ωj

(S21)

Then the equilibrium condition can be equivalently expressed as:

viλi
1− ωi

− 1 =
∑
j∈A

αijgjNj +
∑
j∈P

αijgj(1 + vj
1− ωj

)NS
j , if i ∈ P (S22)
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Figure S1: Population dynamics of perennial plant species with their perennial life history processes
removed. Gray links (both solid and dashed) represent the ecological transitions of seeds and adults.
Here, we remove the adult stage of the perennial species. We remove the dashed links: over-summer
survival of adult perennials, over-summer maturation from perennial seedlings into adults, and com-
petition during this transition. The germinated seeds transition directly into seeds in the next year
(the red link).

The key difference between Eqn. S18 and S22 is the change of effective parameters:

Effective intrinsic growth rate: λi − 1→ viλi
1− ωi

− 1 (S23)

Effective competition strength: αijgj → αijgj(1 + vj
1− ωj

) (S24)

With the effective parameters according to the transformations listed in Eqns. S23 and S24, we
would have a system of equations with exactly the same dynamics as the original annual/plant
dynamics.

As we have discussed in the beginning of this section, multiplication on the column space of
competition strength (aij → ciaij , ∀j) does not affect the feasibility domain. Here, ci = 1 for annual
species while ci = (1 + vj

1−ωj
) for perennial species. Thus, the feasibility domain remains the same

with or without transitions.

Note that this result does not imply that the feasibility would not change with or without
transitions. As a reminder, the community is feasible if and only if the effective intrinsic growth
rates are inside the feasibility domain. Here, the effective intrinsic growth rates change from αijgj
to αijgj(1 + vj

1−ωj
). Thus, feasibility (determined by both intrinsic growth rates and competition

structure) may change even though the feasibility domain (determined only by the competition
structure) does not change.

C.3.3 Incorporating life-history processes in perennial species

Considering the density-dependence in transition from adults to seeds Here we consider
the case when the seeds and adults face the same level of competition. Mathematically, αij = βij .
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Specifically, Eqns. 3 and 4 reduce to:

giN
S
i = NA

i

λi
1 +

∑
j∈A αijgjNj +

∑
j∈P αijgjN

S
j +

∑
j∈P αijN

A
j

(S25)

NA
i (1− ωi) = NS

i

givi
1 +

∑
j∈A αijgjNj +

∑
j∈P αijgjN

S
j +

∑
j∈P αijN

A
j

(S26)

Substituting the expression of NA
i from Eqn. (S26) into Eqn. (S25), the equilibrium conditions are:

giN
S
i =

√
vi

λi(1− ωi)
giN

S
i

λi

1 +
∑
j∈A αijgjNj +

∑
j∈P αijgjN

S
j +

∑
j∈P αij

√
vj

λj(1−ωj)gjN
S
j

(S27)

Then the equilibrium condition can be equivalently expressed as:

√
λivi

1− ωi
− 1 =

∑
j∈A

αijgjNj +
∑
j∈P

αijgj(1 +
√

vj
λj(1− ωj)

)NS
j , if i ∈ P (S28)

Similarly, we have the changes of effective parameters from Eqn. S18 to Eqn. S28,

Effective intrinsic growth rate: λi − 1→
√

λivi
1− ωi

− 1 (S29)

Effective competition strength: αijgj → αijgj(1 +
√

vj
λj(1− ωj)

) (S30)

βij is the same for all species (i.e., whether j ∈ A,PS ,PA)

giN
S
i = NA

i

λi
1 +

∑
j∈A αijgjNj +

∑
j∈P αijgjN

S
j +

∑
j∈P αijN

A
j

(S31)

NA
i (1− ωi) = NS

i

givi
1 +

∑
j∈A βijgjNj +

∑
j∈P βijgjN

S
j +

∑
j∈P βijN

A
j

(S32)
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D Disentangling sources of environmental stress

Here we apply the methods from (Song et al., 2020) to disentangle the effects of parameter
perturbations on species pairs. In general, a species pair exhibits a trade-off between the structural
stability (tolerance) in competition strength and in intrinsic growth rates. Figure S2 illustrates this
trade-off, which is the same for both coexistence and priority effects (Song et al., 2020).

Figure S2: Trade-off between structural stability in competition strength and in intrinsic
growth rates. The structural stability in competition strength is increased following the red arrows,
and is maximized on the red line (i.e. species average fitness equivalence). The structural stability
in intrinsic growth rates is increased following the black arrows, and is maximized on the black line
(i.e., species average fitness ratio equals to the ratio of intrinsic growth rates). The color represents
the scaled structural stability, where the yellow indicates high while the purple indicates low.

Applying this method to species pairs in the grassland community, Figure S3 shows that: (1) The
perennial pairs are robust to both parameter perturbations in intrinsic growth rates and in the
competition strength. (2) The annual pairs are more likely to persist under parameter
perturbations in the competition strength but not in the intrinsic growth rates. (3) The mixed
pairs of one annual and one perennial are robust to changes in intrinsic growth rates only when we
exclude the life history processes, but are robust to changes in competition strength only when we
incorporate life history processes.
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Figure S3: Community persistence under environmental (parameter) perturbations. Here
we focus on the structural stability (robustness) of coexistence and priority effects to parameter per-
turbations. As Figure S2 shows, the structural stability in competition strength increases when the
system pair is closer to the red line, while the structural stability in intrinsic growth increases when
the system pair is closer to the black line. For the perennial pair (EG & SP; left panels), they max-
imize both the structural stability in competition strength and in intrinsic growth rates, regardless
whether the stage dependency is considered. This result is consistent with the fact that they are
native species coexisting for a long time. Then for the annual pairs (middle panels), they tend to
maximize the structural stability in competition strength instead of that in intrinsic growth rates.
Because the annual species do not have stage dependency, the two panels are exactly the same.
Then, for the mixed pairs with one annual and one perennial (right panels), they tend to maximize
the structural stability in intrinsic growth rates when the stage dependency is not considered (top),
while they maximize the structural stability in competition strength when the stage dependency is
considered (bottom). Thus, the stage dependency makes the perennials more vulnerable to param-
eter perturbations in competition strength (while the annuals have been adapted to these kinds of
perturbations). The blue dots denote the pairs exhibiting priority effects, while the orange triangles
denote the pairs exhibiting priority effects. The error bars represent two standard deviations.
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E Effects of life-history processes

Figure S4 is a remake of Figure 3 in the main text except that all the species pairs are shown
individually.
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Figure S4: This figure is identical to Figure 3 except species pairs are shown separately.

Figure S5 shows the transition probability of community dynamics for a given ecological
community between excluding and incorporating perennial life history processes. Note that there is
zero transition probability from coexistence to contingent exclusion. The reason is that changing
the effective intrinsic growth rates cannot change the system from coexistence to priority effect, or
vice versa (Song et al., 2020).
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Figure S5: The frequency and prevalence of contingent exclusion decreases as a function
of community size. We show the transition matrix of community dynamics between excluding
(rows) and including (columns) life-history processes as a function of community size. Each element
corresponds to the conditional probability (expressed as frequency) of having a particular dynamics
by incorporating life-history processes (e.g., contingent exclusion including life-history, first column)
given that the system started in a given dynamics excluding life-history processes (deterministic
exclusion, third row). The matrices show that the prevalence (starting and remaining) of contingent
exclusion (first element) decreases in general with community size. The matrices also show that
the incidence (starting from deterministic exclusion—note that coexistence never leads to contingent
exclusion) of contingent exclusion also decreases with community size.
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F Effects of community size
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Figure S6: This figure is a remake of Figure 4 in the main text except that the probability is now
shown in a scatter plot instead of in a bar plot.
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Figure S7: We study the proportion of communities that has at least one species demonstrating the
three qualitative outcomes.
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G Effects of competition structure

Here we perform additional simulations to test the robustness of Figure 5.

We changed the distribution of inter-specific interaction from uniform distribution to half-normal
distribution (

∣∣N(0, 1)
∣∣). See Figure S8.
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Figure S8: Same as Figure 5 except that the interspecific interactions are drawn from a half-normal
distribution. Specifically, this figure shows the theoretical expectations about how competition struc-
ture affects the patterns of competitive exclusion. We show model-generated communities with dif-
ferent competition structures. We use two structural combinations: (i) communities with either a
low (intraspecific < interspecific) or high (intraspecific > interspecific) intraspecific competition, and
(ii) communities with either a hierarchical or intransitive competition structure. We find that the
competition structures with weaker intraspecific competition, regardless of being hierarchical or not,
produce qualitatively the same patterns as the empirical patterns shown in Panel (B) in Figure 5.
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\section*{Abstract}

Competitive exclusion can be classified as deterministic or as historically contingent. While competitive exclusion is common in nature, it has remained unclear when multispecies communities formed by more than two species should be dominated by deterministic or contingent exclusion. Here, we take a fully parameterized model of an empirical competitive system between invasive annual and native perennial plant species to explain both the emergence and sources of competitive exclusion in multispecies communities. Using a structural approach to understand the range of parameters promoting deterministic and contingent exclusions, we then find heuristic theoretical support for the following three general conclusions. First, we find that the life-history of perennial species increases the probability of observing contingent exclusion by increasing their effective intrinsic growth rates. Second, we find that the probability of observing contingent exclusion increases with weaker intraspecific competition, and not with the level of hierarchical competition. Third, we find a shift from contingent exclusion to deterministic exclusion with increasing numbers of competing species.  Our work provides a heuristic framework to increase our understanding about the predictability of species persistence within multispecies communities.

%%%%%%%%%%% MAX 150 WORDS FOR ELE THIS ONE HAS 273
%Competitive exclusion can be classified as deterministic (also known as dominance) or as historically contingent (also known as priority effects). While competitive exclusion is the norm rather than the exception in nature, it has remained unclear when communities should be dominated by deterministic or contingent exclusion, especially in communities formed by more than two species. Yet, knowing this can increase our understanding about the predictability of species survival in multispecies communities. Here, we extend key intuitions from two-species communities and provide a general approach to explain the emergence of deterministic and contingent exclusion in multispecies communities. Specifically, we explore an empirical study system---three exotic annual grasses and two native perennial grasses occurring in California grasslands---that display several distinct ecological features compared to previous canonical studies of coexistence, including differences in life history strategies, weak self-regulation compared to interspecific competition, and intransitivity (non-hierarchical competition). Using empirical estimates of life history parameters and a theoretical framework based on structural stability, we ask how life history, community size, and competition structure shape competitive exclusion. First, we find that the life-history of perennial species increases the probability of observing contingent exclusion by increasing their effective intrinsic growth rates. Second, we find a shift from contingent exclusion to dominance with increasing numbers of competing species. Third, we find that the probability of observing contingent exclusion increases with the size of the feasibility domain defined by weaker intraspecific versus interspecific competition, and not by the level of hierarchical competition as previously thought. Our work provides a framework to separate the contribution of different sources to deterministic and contingent dynamics; and suggests that predictability increases with community size.
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\section*{Introduction}

Species coexistence is one of the most studied topics in ecology \citep{vellend2016theory}; however, some have observed that competitive exclusion is the norm rather than the exception in nature \citep{hardin1960competitive,goldford2018emergent,blowes2019geography}. Indeed, coexisting species within ecological communities are usually a fraction of all the species available in a local species pool \citep{odum1971fundamentals,sigmuiud1995darwin}.
%  rendering exclusion as a process which almost any ecological community has to go through
Exclusion as a ubiquitous feature of ecological communities has been demonstrated empirically across a wide range of life forms, including algae \citep{narwani2013experimental}, annual plants \citep{godoy2014phenology}, microbiomes \citep{friedman2017community}, bacteria \citep{tan2017species}, and nectar-colonizing yeasts \citep{grainger2019applying}. Importantly, due to the inherent stochasticity in community assembly, competitive exclusion can be broadly classified into two ecologically different categories \citep{fukami2015historical,grainger2019applying}. One category is \textit{deterministic exclusion} (also known as dominance). That is, the order of species arrivals does not affect which species is competitively excluded. The other category is \textit{contingent exclusion} (also known as priority effects). That is, the order of species arrivals does affect which species is competitively excluded. Knowing whether competitive exclusion is deterministic or contingent is fundamental to understanding the role of predictability and randomness in community assembly \citep{lawton1999there,fukami2015historical}. For example, it has direct implications for conservation management: depending on whether the exclusion of native species is deterministic or contingent, we should adopt different strategies to restore biodiversity resulting after exotic species invasion \citep{bohn2008competitive,mcgeoch2016prioritizing}.

Since the 1930s, theoretical and empirical research has systematically documented and expanded our understanding of competitive exclusion between two competing species \citep{gause1932experimental,ayala1969experimental,brown1971mechanisms,gilpin1972reinterpretation}. Moreover, in recent decades, theoretical studies have started to provide an overarching framework to synthesize data across different competition systems \citep{mordecai2013consequences,johnson2019coexistence,ke2020effects}. This theoretical development started by focusing on the conditions leading to deterministic exclusion \citep{chesson2000mechanisms,adler2007niche}, and then it was extended to investigate the conditions for contingent exclusion \citep{mordecai2011pathogen,fukami2016framework,ke2018coexistence}. Similarly, extensive empirical research started to examine the sources of deterministic exclusion \citep{mayfield2010opposing,violle2011phylogenetic,Adler2010}, and more recently it has moved to the analysis of contingent exclusion \citep{grainger2018temperature,grainger2019applying,song2020disentangling}. Focusing on competition between two species, this body of work has shown that deterministic exclusion is more likely to occur when the competitively inferior species has a lower intrinsic growth rate and when negative intraspecific interactions are stronger than interspecific interactions. By contrast, greater similarity in species intrinsic growth rates and stronger interspecific relative to intraspecific interactions promote contingent exclusion \citep{ke2018coexistence,song2020disentangling}. 

However, it remains unclear whether these clear conditions at the \textit{two-species} level also operate in \textit{multispecies} communities of three or more species. First, the aforementioned body of work has been mainly executed under a theoretical formalism for two-species communities, which does not have a counterpart for multispecies communities. Specifically, the standard formalism for two-species communities is incompatible with the current canonical formalism for multispecies communities \citep{song2019consequences}. While the formalism for two-species communities can easily distinguish competitive exclusion into deterministic exclusion and contingent exclusion, the formalism for multispecies communities cannot distinguish them as easily \citep{barabaschesson}. Second, the patterns of contingent and deterministic exclusion are inherently more complicated in multispecies communities. For example, multispecies communities may exhibit a mixed outcome of competitive exclusion: some species can be deterministically excluded while others can be contingently excluded. This implies that we cannot always classify the competition dynamics of a community simply as either deterministic or contingent in multispecies communities, which is typically done in two-species communities. Instead, competitive exclusion in multispecies communities should be analyzed at the species level. Specifically, for a community with $S$ interacting species, there are in total $S!$ possibilities of species arrival orders, for which the outcome can be classified as follows: if a species is competitively excluded in all possible arrival orders, then the species is deterministically excluded; if a species is competitively excluded in some but not all possible arrival orders, then the species is contingently excluded. Thus, we still lack a full understanding of competitive exclusion in species-rich ecological communities, where more complex dynamics, including non-hierarchical competition and higher-order interactions, can occur \citep{levine2017beyond,saavedra2017structural}.

The complexity of competitive exclusion in multispecies communities calls for further developing the existing theory or establishing new approaches. Along these lines, the \textit{structural approach} in ecology has provided an alternative theoretical perspective to study competitive exclusion in multispecies communities \citep{saavedra2017structural,song2018guideline}. In general, the structural approach posits that how likely a particular outcome of competition is to occur can be understood through the full range of environmental conditions (contexts) compatible with that qualitative outcome. While the structural approach was initially devised to investigate species coexistence as the qualitative outcome \citep{rohr2014structural,saavedra2017structural}, it can also be extended to study competitive exclusion \citep{song2020disentangling}. Here, we apply the structural approach to investigate the emergence and sources of competitive exclusion in multispecies communities as a function of species' intrinsic growth rates, community size (number of competing species), and competition structure (i.e., the interaction matrix).

As an empirical application of our framework, we use data on five grass species from California grasslands. The invasion of exotic annual species presumably has, together with human-induced habitat shifts, competitively excluded native perennial species in many regions. This has been described as ``one of the most dramatic ecological invasions worldwide'' \citep{seabloom2003invasion}. Indeed, empirical evidence suggests that long-term, stable coexistence of multiple annual and perennial species is unlikely \citep{uricchio2019priority}. However, most theoretical \citep{crawley1987population,rees1992germination,kisdi2003coexistence,uricchio2019priority} and empirical studies \citep{hamilton1999coexistence,corbin2004competition,seabloom2003invasion,mordecai2015controls} have primarily focused on the competitive exclusion between two species (i.e., one annual species and one perennial species). Thus, it remains unclear how these ecological dynamics are expected to play out among multiple competing annual and perennial species. To this end, we apply our investigation to data from previously published field experiments on three exotic annual species (\textit{Bromus hordeaceus}, \textit{Bromus diandrus}, and \textit{Avena barbata}) and two native perennial species (\textit{Elymus glaucus} and \textit{Stipa pulchra}) that occur in California grasslands \citep{uricchio2019priority}.  Previous simulation-based work showed a complex pattern of coexistence, deterministic exclusion, and contingent exclusion among these species \citep{uricchio2019priority}. In addition, competition among these species is intransitive (non-hierarchical), and stronger between species than within species (i.e., self-regulation is weak).  Here, we integrate a structural approach with numerical simulations to systemically disentangle the contributions of life-history traits (as components of intrinsic growth rates), community size, and competition structure to deterministic and contingent exclusion in California grasslands.

\section*{Methods}

\subsection*{Structural approach to competitive exclusion}

The structural approach in ecology is built on a systematic and probabilistic understanding of how likely a given type of qualitative dynamics is to occur \citep{song2020review,Saavedra_2020}. Here, the qualitative dynamics of interest are deterministic exclusion and contingent exclusion. The structural approach simplifies ecological dynamics as a function of internal and external conditions \citep{saavedra2017structural}. External conditions are phenomenologically represented by \textit{intrinsic growth rates} (the maximum growth rate a species can have in isolation) and they are assumed to change in response to environmental conditions. Internal conditions are phenomenologically represented by the \textit{competition structure} (the matrix whose elements correspond to the competitive effect of one species on another) and are assumed to be fixed across time (see Appendix \ref{si.interpretation.SA} for an in-depth discussion). This characterization and set of assumptions allows us to calculate the domain of external conditions (the context) compatible with a given qualitative outcome as a function of a given set of internal conditions. The larger this domain is, the higher the probability that the observed external conditions match with one inside the domain, leading to the realization of the corresponding qualitative outcome.

Formally, the structural approach uses the \textit{feasibility domain} as the domain of external conditions compatible with a given qualitative outcome. The feasibility domain describes the full range of intrinsic growth rates compatible with positive abundances of all species in the community (i.e., feasible equilibrium). While the competition structure determines the \textit{shape} of the feasibility domain \citep{song2018guideline,song2020disentangling,Tabi2020}, the observed intrinsic growth rates determine whether the community is inside or outside of the feasibility domain \citep{saavedra2017structural}. When the community is outside of the feasibility domain, the community is expected to be driven by deterministic exclusion. To further understand the qualitative dynamics when the community is inside the feasibility domain, we need to consider the \textit{orientation} of the feasibility domain in addition to its shape. The orientation refers to whether the feasible equilibrium in the feasibility domain is dynamically stable or not. The importance of the orientation is that stable feasibility leads to coexistence, whereas unstable feasibility leads to contingent exclusion \citep{case1999illustrated,fukami2016framework}. The orientation of the feasibility domain is mainly driven by the ratio of intra- to interspecific interactions \citep{song2020disentangling}. In sum, following the structural approach, whether competitive exclusion is deterministic or contingent should be expected to be mainly driven by the match between the observed intrinsic growth rates (mainly constrained by life-history processes) with the shape and the orientation of the feasibility domain (both of which are determined by the observed competition structure). Note that our framework is only an expectation given that multispecies dynamics is a function of the underlying complexity of a system \citep{AlAdwani_2020}.

By way of example, focusing on two-species communities (see Figure \ref{fig:overview} for a graphical illustration), one can establish three key intuitions about competitive exclusion derived from the structural approach \citep{song2020disentangling}: (i) For contingent exclusion to occur, it is necessary that species depress their competitor's per capita growth rate more than their own (changing the orientation of the feasibility domain). (ii) The larger the intrinsic growth rate of the competitively inferior species, the more likely contingent exclusion is to occur. (iii) The larger the feasibility domain, the more likely contingent exclusion is to occur. The opposite holds for deterministic exclusion. Note that these intuitions are aligned with the theoretical expectations from frameworks based on growth rates when rare that are explicitly justified for two-species communities \citep{adler2007niche,fukami2016framework}. We hypothesize these three intuitions operate in multispecies communities as heuristic rules, which we test in the empirical dataset. It is worth noting that on average, the size of the feasibility domain decreases with the number of species in a community \citep{grilli2017feasibility,song2018guideline}. Thus, following these premises, contingent exclusion should be more likely to occur in ecological communities (i) with species that more strongly depress their competitor's growth rate relative to their self-regulation, (ii) where life-history processes increase the intrinsic growth rates of competitively inferior species, and (iii) with fewer number of species.

\subsection*{Population dynamics of annual and perennial species}

To study ecological dynamics under a structural approach, it is necessary to assume the governing laws of population dynamics \citep{Cenci_PRE}. Annual and perennial species have different population dynamics. A key difference is that annual species only carry over between growing seasons as seeds, while perennial species carry over between growing seasons as both seeds and adults. To simplify the notation, for each species $i$ we hereafter denote annual seeds as $N_i$, perennial seeds as $N_i^S$, and perennial adults as $N_i^A$.

Focusing on annual species, we assume the classic seed-banking annual plant model with Beverton-Holt competition \citep{levine2009importance,godoy2014phenology}. For annual plants, these dynamics can be written as (illustrated in Figure \ref{fig:dynamics}A)
\begin{equation} \label{eqn.dynamics.annual}
    N_i(t+1) = \underbrace{N_i(t) g_i \frac{\lambda_i }{1 + \sum_{j}\alpha_{ij} D_j(t)}}_{\text{germinated seeds under competition}} \ + \underbrace{N_i(t) (1 - g_i)}_{\text{non-germinated seeds}},
\end{equation}
where $N_i$ is the number of seeds of species $i$, $g_i$ is the germination fraction, $\lambda_i$ is per-capita seed production in the absence of competition, and $\alpha_{ij}$ is the per-capita competitive effect of species $j$ on species $i$. The summation of the germinated density $D_j$ is established over all species of annual germinants, perennial germinants, and perennial adults. Specifically, the germinated density $D_j$ of competitors from species $j$ is
\begin{equation} \label{eqn.def.D}
    D_j = 
\begin{cases}
    g_j N_j,& \text{if } j \text{ is annual seed},\\
    g_j N^S_j,    & \text{if } j \text{ is perennial seed},\\
    N^A_j,   & \text{if } j \text{ is perennial adult}.
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

Perennial seed population dynamics can be written as (illustrated in Figure \ref{fig:dynamics}B)
\begin{equation} \label{eqn.dynamics.perennial.seed}
    N^S_i(t+1) = \underbrace{N^A_i(t) \frac{\lambda_i}{1 + \sum_{j}\alpha_{ij} D_j(t)}}_{\text{seeds produced from adults}} + \underbrace{N^S_i(t) (1 - g_i)}_{\text{non-germinated seeds}},
\end{equation}
which is a slight modification of the annual plant model. Specifically, perennial seeds are generated when adults $A_i$ reproduce, and reduced by both species competition (first term in Eqn. \ref{eqn.dynamics.perennial.seed}) and the survival of non-germinating perennial seeds (second term in Eqn. \ref{eqn.dynamics.perennial.seed}). The competition coefficients $\alpha_{ij}$ and densities $D_j$ are defined as above (Eqn. \ref{eqn.def.D}). 

Finally, the population dynamics of perennial adults can be written as (illustrated in Figure \ref{fig:dynamics}B)
\begin{equation} \label{eqn.dynamics.perennial.adult}
    N^A_i(t+1) = \underbrace{N^A_i(t) \omega_i}_{\text{surviving adults}} + \underbrace{N^S_i(t) \frac{g_i v_i}{1 + \sum_{j}\beta_{ij} D_j(t)}}_{\text{seeds germinating into adults}},
\end{equation}
where $\omega_i$ is the over-summer survival fraction of perennial adults, and $v_i$ is the fraction of over-summer maturation from perennial seedlings into adults for the following year (in the absence of competition). Note that perennial adults are generated by both surviving perennial adults $A_i$ (first term in Eqn. \ref{eqn.dynamics.perennial.adult}) and seeds $S_i$ that germinate and survive over the summer to become adults. Again, the abundance of perennial adults are reduced by species competition (second term in Eqn. \ref{eqn.dynamics.perennial.adult}), with per-capita effect $\beta_{ij}$ of species $j$ on species $i$.

\subsection*{Empirical data and patterns of competitive exclusion}

We based our analysis on an experimental study conducted in 2015-2016 in Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve, located in San Mateo County, California (377$^{\circ}$24'N, 122$^{\circ}$13'30''W; 66â��207 m) \citep{uricchio2019priority}. The experimental study investigated five focal grassland species with three exotic annual species (\textit{Avena barbata}, \textit{Bromus diandrus}, and \textit{Bromus hordeaceus}) and two native perennial species (\textit{Stipa pulchra} and \textit{Elymus glaucus}). These species were studied because they were abundant and widespread in California grasslands. This experimental study measured key demographic rates that determined species growth, including seed overwinter survival, germination, establishment, adult bunchgrass survival, and the effects of competition on per-capita seed production \citep{uricchio2019priority}. In addition, the study measured competition experimentally and observationally in 1-$m^2$ plots. This covered a broad range of naturally occurring plant densities. Competition and growth parameters were sampled via Markov Chain Monte Carlo based on population dynamics models developed for the three annual and two perennial grass species. We used 2000 samples from the joint posterior distribution of these parameters to conduct our study.

Given the timescale of competitive exclusion in natural grassland communities, the empirical study did not perform experiments on competitive exclusion. Thus, we employ the experimentally-parameterized population dynamics of annual and perennial species to simulate the patterns of competitive exclusion. Specifically, for a community with $S$ interacting species, we simulate all $S!$ possible species arrival orders. Each species arrives into the community when the community has already reached its stationary state, and we focus on the final stationary state. Using the final stationary states across all arrival orders, we can classify a species as either contingently excluded (excluded in some arrival orders), deterministically excluded (excluded in all arrival orders), or persistent (not excluded in any arrival orders). Importantly, note that the classification of species is based solely on the dynamical outcomes derived from numerical simulations, which is not directly related to whether the community is feasible or dynamically stable \citep{AlAdwani_2020}. This also prevents a tautological link between the classification scheme and the structural approach.

\subsection*{Understanding the sources of competitive exclusion}

To understand the emergence of deterministic and contingent exclusion, it is necessary to understand their sources. For this purpose, here we focus on three key ecological properties: life-history processes, community size, and competition structure. Following a structural approach, we investigate these three sources in the California grassland study system.

\textit{Life-history processes}

Annual and perennial species differ in their strategies for persisting between growing seasons, either solely as seeds or additionally as surviving adults \citep{lundgren2020life}---as we have exemplified in our population dynamics model. To understand the contribution of this life-history difference to the emergence of competitive exclusion, we applied the structural approach to the population dynamics of species with and without modeling the life-history difference between annual and perennial species.

To consider the effects of perenniality, we propose a null model that treats perennial species essentially as annual species by theoretically removing the life-history difference between annual and perennial species \citep{uricchio2019priority,lundgren2020life}. Specifically, we remove the over-summer survival of adult perennials, the over-summer maturation from perennial seedlings into adults, and competition during this transition, while the germinated seeds transition directly into seeds in the next year (illustrated in Figure \ref{fig:SI_dynamic_w0_perennial}). Note that we have completely removed the perenniality of perennial species in the population dynamics as it is unclear how to remove some of these processes related to perenniality but not the others. Under this null model where the perenniality of the perennial species is not considered, the feasibility condition of a multispecies community reduces to
\begin{equation}
\begin{cases}
     \label{eqn.feasibility.without.transition}
  \lambda_i - 1 = \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j^* +
    \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j^{S*}, \ \forall i\\
    N_i^* > 0, \ \forall i,
\end{cases}
\end{equation}
where $N_j^*$ represents either the annual or the perennial species, $\mathcal{A}$ represents the set of all annual species, and $\mathcal{P}$ represents the set of all perennial species.

Alternatively, incorporating the life-history processes of perennial species (i.e., keeping all the links in Figure \ref{fig:dynamics}B), the feasibility condition is
\begin{eqnarray}
   \begin{cases}
    \label{eqn.feasibility.with.transition.annual}
   \lambda_i - 1 = \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j^* +
    \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j \left(1 + \sqrt{\frac{v_j}{\lambda_j(1-\omega_j)}}\right)  N_j^{S*}, &\text{ if species } i \text{ is annual} \\
    \sqrt{\frac{\lambda_i v_i}{1-\omega_i}} - 1 = \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}}\alpha_{ij} g_j N_j^* + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j \left(1 + \sqrt{\frac{v_j}{\lambda_j(1-\omega_j)}}\right)  N_j^{S*}, &\text{ if species } i \text{ is perennial} \\
    N_i^* > 0, \ \forall i,
\end{cases}
\end{eqnarray}
where again $N_j^*$ represents either the annual or the perennial species, $\mathcal{A}$ represents the set of all annual species, and $\mathcal{P}$ represents the set of all perennial species. The derivations can be found in Appendix \ref{appendix.derivation}.

Importantly, the feasibility domain of the multispecies community is the same excluding (Eqn. \ref{eqn.feasibility.without.transition}) or including (Eqn. \ref{eqn.feasibility.with.transition.annual}) perennial life-history processes. The mathematical rationale of this identity comes from the column scaling invariance of the feasibility domain \citep{song2020TREE} (Appendix \ref{appendix.life.history}). The ecological rationale can be interpreted by the fact that perennial life-history processes affect only the absolute equilibrium abundances, and not the competition coefficients \citep{saavedra2017structural}. Thus, for the assumed population dynamics, the feasibility domain of the multispecies community is uniquely determined by the competition structure $\{a_{ij}\}$ summarized in the interaction matrix, but not by any other parameter (see Appendix \ref{appendix.derivation} for a description of our assumptions). This result additionally implies that life-history processes only affect the patterns of competitive exclusion (whether it is dominated by deterministic or contingent exclusion) by changing the effective intrinsic growth rates. Specifically, life-history processes change the effective intrinsic growth rates of perennial species from $(\lambda_i - 1)$ to $(\sqrt{\frac{\lambda_i v_i}{1-\omega_i}} - 1)$ (see Appendix \ref{appendix.derivation} for variations of assumptions). 

We test the effects of life history differences on competitive exclusion in the species present in our empirically parameterized California grassland system. As we show theoretically, the effects can only come through the effective intrinsic growth rates. It is unclear \textit{a priori} whether the life-history processes increase or decrease the effective intrinsic growth rates of perennial species empirically.

\vspace{.1 in}

\textit{Community size}

As described above, following a structural approach, deterministic exclusion is hypothesized to dominate over contingent exclusion in species-rich communities (see section \textit{Structural approach on competitive exclusion}, Figure \ref{fig:overview}). In order to investigate the contribution of community size to the patterns of competitive exclusion, we need to analyze how the probabilities of observing deterministic and contingent exclusion for each species change as a function of community size. Importantly, while the theory suggests that we should get more deterministic exclusion as community size increases, it is possible that the observed parameters from empirical communities do not support this pattern. Here we test whether these theoretical patterns hold in the California grassland system.



\vspace{.1 in}

\textit{Competition structure}

Ecological communities are characterized by non-random competition structures \citep{thebault2010stability,song2018structural,song2020telling}. Indeed, Figure \ref{fig:competition-structure}A shows the inferred competition structure (the direction and strength of species competition) of annual and perennial species in the California grassland system. This figure reveals two key features of the empirically studied competition structure. First, the intraspecific competition (self-regulation) is generally weaker than the interspecific competition. Second, interspecific competition forms an intransitive structure (also known as a nonâ��hierarchical structure). The importance of these two features has been a central question in ecological research \citep{soliveres2015intransitive,gallien2017effects,barabas2017self,kinlock2019meta}.

To test the overall effect of the competition structure on the patterns of competitive exclusion, we investigate how the competition structure changes the size of the feasibility domain in the empirical parameter space estimated for California grassland species. Recall that it is expected that contingent exclusion is more prevalent in multispecies communities with larger feasibility domains. We compute numerically the size of the feasibility domain from Eqn. (\ref{eqn.feasibility.with.transition.annual}) \citep{song2018guideline}. Additionally, to separate the specific contributions of the two structural features of competition (i.e., intraspecific competition and intransitive competition), we use model-generated communities with four types of competition structures: (i) communities with either weak (intraspecific$<$interspecific) or strong (intraspecific$>$interspecific) intraspecific competition, and (ii) communities with either a hierarchical or intransitive competition structure. Focusing on the first structural combination, we consider strong intraspecific competition when the intraspecific competition of a given species is larger than the sum of the interspecific competition that this species experiences from other species (the opposite for weak intraspecific competition). Focusing on the second structural combination, we first generate a Erd\H{o}s-RÃ©nyi structure  as an instrumental initiation where each competition strength is independently sampled from a uniform distribution $[0,1]$\citep{song2018will}, and then we arrange the competition structure as either hierarchical or intransitive. We investigate which combinations can reproduce the associations between competitive exclusion and feasibility domain observed in the empirical data. We have tested other parameterizations to evaluate the robustness (Appendix F).

\section*{Results}

We first analyzed the effects of perennial life-history processes on whether a community is dominated by deterministic or contingent exclusion. The structural approach postulates that contingent exclusion is more likely when competitively inferior species have higher intrinsic growth rates (Figure \ref{fig:overview}). Theoretically, perennial life-history processes only regulate the intrinsic growth rates---via their effects on survival and fecundity in the absence of competition---but not the feasibility domain, which exclusively depends on competition structure. Because the perennial species included in this study were generally competitively inferior to the annual species, we expected that incorporating perennial life-history processes would yield a higher frequency of contingent exclusion by increasing perennial species intrinsic growth rates.

Focusing on all possible two-species communities with one annual and one perennial species, Figure \ref{fig:life-history} confirms the expectation that perennial life-history processes promote contingent exclusion. To illustrate this effect, we used a standard graphical representation of ecological dynamics for two species: the niche-overlap-fitness-ratio space \citep{adler2007niche,Chesson2008}. Specifically, Figure \ref{fig:life-history} shows that by adding perennial life-history processes to the model, the species average fitness of perennial species increases, which leads to an increase in contingent exclusion (as well as in the probability of coexistence, which remains an unlikely outcome) and a decrease in deterministic exclusion. In addition, we found that incorporating life-history processes can change the outcome of the dynamics when subject to different types of environmental perturbations acting on parameters \citep{song2020disentangling}. That is, we found that communities exhibit robustness to perturbations acting on intrinsic growth rates but not on competition strength when perennial life-history is excluded, while they exhibit robustness to perturbations acting on competition strength but not on intrinsic growth rates when perennial life-history is incorporated (Appendix \ref{appendix.Disentangl.stress}). Importantly, multispecies communities exhibit qualitatively identical patterns (see Figure \ref{fig:community-size}). 

Next, we analyzed the effects of community size on the patterns of competitive exclusion. The structural approach argues that contingent exclusion is less likely---and deterministic exclusion is more likely---when the community size is larger. Figure \ref{fig:community-size} confirms this expectation in the empirical data. By summing across the bars in each panel in Figure \ref{fig:community-size}, we found that the percentage of deterministically excluded species rises from 23\% in two-species communities to 85\% in five-species communities. By contrast, the percentage of contingently excluded species falls from 31\% in two-species communities to 9\% in five-species communities. In addition, we found that the effect of community size acts more strongly on annual than perennial species (Appendix \ref{appendix.community.size}). The effect of community size remained consistent with and without incorporating perennial life-history processes (Appendix \ref{appendix.community.size}). Note that Figure \ref{fig:community-size} shows the patterns of competitive exclusion on a species level here (i.e., whether a species persists, is deterministically excluded, or is contingently excluded). The patterns on a community level can be different. For example, a roughly constant proportion of communities with different community sizes has at least one species exhibiting contingent exclusion (Figure \ref{si.fig.SI_community_at_least_one}).

Lastly, we analyzed the effect of competition structure on the patterns of competitive exclusion. The empirical competition structure (Figure \ref{fig:competition-structure}A) exhibits two key features: relatively weak intraspecific competition, and intransitive competition. The structural approach establishes that contingent exclusion is more likely when a community has a larger feasibility domain. Figure \ref{fig:competition-structure}B confirms this expectation in our empirical system: under contingent exclusion, communities have larger feasibility domains (right orange histograms) than the ones generated under deterministic exclusion (left green histograms). Note that the size of the feasibility domain decreases as a function of community size, and coexistence (middle blue histograms) is only observed in two-species communities (Fig. \ref{fig:competition-structure}B). Additionally, we found theoretically  (using simulations, as detailed in Methods) that the empirical relationship between competitive exclusion and the size of the feasibility domain emerges by generating weak intraspecific competition structures (i.e., comparing the left vs. right sides of panel C), regardless of being intransitive or hierarchical (Fig. \ref{fig:competition-structure}C). These results are robust to different parameterizations in simulations (Appendix \ref{appendix.competition.structure}).

\section*{Discussion}

Despite the recent research focus on understanding the mechanisms underlying stable coexistence \citep{levine2009importance, adler2007niche, chesson2000mechanisms, godoy2014phylogenetic, kraft2015community}, competitive exclusion occurs frequently in nature, and the drivers of deterministic versus contingent exclusion remain poorly understood in multispecies communities \citep{fukami2015historical, fukami2016framework, uricchio2019priority, mordecai2015controls, mordecai2013consequences}. Indeed, in multispecies communities, complex outcomes that combine deterministic and contingent exclusion among groups of species are possible, challenging the extension of results from two-species communities \citep{case1995surprising,uricchio2019priority}. Here, we provide a theoretical framework following a structural approach to understand the emergence and sources of competitive exclusion in multispecies communities, specifically to distinguish when competitive exclusion is dominated by deterministic or contingent exclusion. We have evaluated three key expectations in multispecies communities derived from our theoretical framework: (i) For contingent exclusion to occur, it is necessary that species have a greater negative effect on their competitor's per capita growth rate than on their own self-regulation. (ii) The larger the intrinsic growth rates of competitively inferior species, the more likely that contingent exclusion occurs. (iii) The larger the feasibility domain of a community, the more likely that contingent exclusion can be observed. We tested these expectations in an empirical study system composed of five annual and perennial grasses occurring in California grasslands, which exhibit both deterministic and contingent exclusion and several biologically interesting features, including variation in life history strategy, weak self-regulation and strong interspecific competition, and intransitive (non-hierarchical) competition \citep{uricchio2019priority}. Specifically, we investigated the impact of perennial life-history processes, community size, and competition structure on the dynamics of competitive exclusion in this system using the structural approach, which applies to communities larger than two species.

First, we found that perennial life history (interannual survival and reproduction of adult bunchgrasses) increases the probability of observing contingent exclusion by increasing perennial species' effective intrinsic growth rates (Figures \ref{fig:life-history} and \ref{fig:community-size}). These life-history processes contribute only to the effective intrinsic growth rates but not to the effective competition strength. In a two-species community, perennial life-history processes increase the fitness of competitively inferior species, making deterministic exclusion less likely (Figure \ref{fig:life-history}). In multispecies communities, we have shown that these life-history processes also help the competitively inferior species (Figure \ref{fig:community-size}). This reveals the importance of life-history processes for increasing the chance of population persistence of inferior competitors. A caveat is that we have only studied the joint contribution of all life-history processes. Future work can explore the relative contribution of each life-history process \citep{lundgren2020life}. 

Second, we have shown that the probability of observing contingent exclusion decreases with community size (Figure \ref{fig:community-size}). This result is contrary to the naive expectation that contingent exclusion is more prevalent in in larger communities, derived from randomly constructed communities \citep{Zhao2020impact}. However, it has remained unclear what happens when communities are structured following a strong deterministic component of population dynamics \citep{fukami2015historical}. For example, in our focal system, annual species are generally superior competitors to perennial species. Under this scenario, contrary to the naive expectation, we should expect to see deterministic exclusion dominating larger communities. That is, a larger community is more likely to contain at least one species that has a large enough competitive advantage over the others to deterministically exclude them. This apparently contradictory expectation aligns well with the intuition derived from our structural approach (Figure \ref{fig:overview}). This phenomenon is similar to the `sampling effect' in the biodiversity-ecosystem functioning research \citep{loreau2001partitioning,hector2002overyielding}.
% Furthermore, these findings reveal that multispecies dynamics may be more predictable than previously thought \citep{may1972will}.

Third, we found that the probability of observing contingent exclusion increases as a function of the size of the feasibility domain defined by the ratio between intraspecific and interspecific competition, and not by the level of hierarchical competition (Figure \ref{fig:competition-structure}). While many empirical studies have shown that intraspecific competition tends to be stronger than interspecific competition \citep{lamanna2017plant,adler2018competition}, recent work has questioned the generality of the empirical evidence supporting stronger intraspecific competition \citep{hulsmann2018comment,chisholm2018comment,detto2019bias,broekman2019signs}. Moreover, we have shown that intransitive (or non-hierarchical) competition is unlikely to explain the outcomes of competitive exclusion in the studied system. By contrast, intransitive competition can play an important role in shaping species coexistence \citep{Allesina2011,soliveres2015intransitive,gallien2017effects}. Thus, our findings imply that ecological mechanisms may play different roles in coexistence and competitive exclusion.

In light of an increasing rate of species invasion as a result of global anthropogenic changes in climate and land use, ecological systems are in dire need of sustainable strategies to mitigate threats to native species. Our study system of grassland plants is an ecologically important and widespread ecosystem that faces such a challenge \citep{myers2000biodiversity}. It has been suggested that exotic annual grasses have the potential to replace native perennial grasses in over 9 million hectares of California grasslands \citep{seabloom2003invasion}. Indeed, in our study site located in Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve, while these grasses often co-occur at the spatial scale of within $\sim$100m of each other, there are many patches where these grasses do not co-occur within $\sim$10m. However, given the long time scale for exclusion to fully play out, we cannot say for certain that competitive exclusion would dominate in the system. That is, besides the possibility of competitive exclusion, there are two other possibilities: The first possibility is that a patchwork of different environmental conditions favors different species. For example, we have observed exotic annuals in more disturbed habitats (e.g., \textit{Avena barbata}, \textit{Bromus hordeaceus}, and \textit{Bromus diandrus} in overgrazed and high human-impact areas), while native perennials in less disturbed habits (e.g., \textit{Stipa pulchra} in more open grasslands with lower disturbance). The second possibility is that a patchwork of local contingent exclusion dynamics have played out such that species are maintained in local patches that are not truly stably coexisting with other species. Regardless of the specific explanation, this pressing challenge has underscored the need for systematic restoration efforts \citep{gea2007assessing,seabloom2011spatial,werner2016persistent}.

Our study has also shown that the approach to restoration should be different depending on the richness of the system. According to our findings, systems with few species can be strongly driven by contingent exclusion, implying that the restoration may be facilitated by focusing on intrinsic factors, such as life-history traits, self-regulation, or population abundances. By contrast, species-rich systems can be strongly driven by deterministic exclusion, implying that the restoration may be facilitated by focusing on external factors, such as availability of resources that promote the population growth of competitively inferior species. This result, of course, needs to be taken with caution as we have not used spatio-temporal variation in our analysis (it is empirically challenging to measure local-scale variation in model parameters). This,
however, can open a new perspective to restoration management since our key results are testable and generalizable to a wide range of study systems using the same study designs that investigate species coexistence \citep{levine2009importance, godoy2014phylogenetic, adler2018competition}. %By integrating empirical and theoretical model systems, we may be able to reveal a previously overlooked diversity of contingent and deterministic exclusion occurring among species, which would not be detectable either through empirical studies or two-species models alone.

Although the understanding of species coexistence has been one of the major topics in ecology for decades \citep{may1972will,mccann2000diversity,meszena2006competitive,ives2007stability,bastolla2009architecture,allesina2012stability,rohr2014structural,barabas2014sensitivity}, competitive exclusion remains the dominant---if hidden---foundation of ecological community structure. While species coexistence and competitive exclusion go hand-in-hand, our understanding about coexistence is much better than exclusion. Competitive exclusion is fundamentally different in two ways: deterministic and contingent. To understand the role of historical contingency in ecological communities, it is paramount to uncover the frequency of and mechanisms underlying deterministic versus contingent exclusion. While the classic work of modern coexistence theory takes as implicit the two distinct forms of exclusion, they are not easily separable in multispecies models, limiting our ability to understand the role of historical contingency in the formation of ecological communities. In this line, we have taken a new heuristic perspective that partitions exclusion into these two categories within multispecies communities. We hope this work can motivate future research exploring the rich and potentially predictable dynamics of competitive exclusion in multispecies communities.

%However, our understanding has been limited: theoretical studies have either focused on deterministic or contingent exclusion in two-species communities \citep{fukami2016framework,ke2018coexistence}, or focused on the fraction of excluded species (without distinguishing the fraction that belongs to deterministic and contingent exclusion) in multi-species communities \citep{bunin2017ecological,barbier2018generic,servan2018coexistence,Medeiros2020amnat}. 

% Exclusion is a process which almost any ecological community has to go through in nature. 
% Indeed, coexistence of all species is often too much to ask in ecological communities \citep{sigmuiud1995darwin,friedman2017community,goldford2018emergent}. Thus, 
%  but empirical studies rarely examine contingent and deterministic exclusion simultaneously. 


% First, life-history processes of perennial species, which is the main focus of many previous studies \citep{gea2007assessing,lulow2008restoration,seabloom2011spatial,werner2016persistent,porensky2018combining}, would mostly likely to influence the effective intrinsic growth rates rather than the effective competition strength. Second, restoration of perennial species is more achievable in smaller communities. Third, we need to reduce the intra-specific competition.  Thus, we 

% Using empirically parametrized theoretical analysis, we have confirmed that coexistence of annual and perennial species is rare. We have several possible explanations. First, they are stably coexisting at local scales. However, our models suggest they are not capable of. Second, subtle environmental variation affects the per-capita growth rates and interaction coefficients such that different species win and/or coexist in different patches. Third, we're observing a matrix of contingent exclusion where different species are locally winning in different sites and co-occurrence only occurs at the landscape scale. I don't know how to distinguish between these empirically, besides by parameterizing demographic models and analyzing the outcome using simulations. 
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\begin{figure}
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = \textwidth]{figures/Figure1.pdf}
    \caption{\textbf{Three key intuitions on competitive exclusion following a structural approach}. For a hypothetical community with two competing species, the figure shows the parameter space defined by the intrinsic growth rates (phenomenological abiotic conditions) of the two species. The feasibility domain (middle blue or orange region) is the set of all directions of intrinsic growth rates compatible with a feasible equilibrium. If the feasible equilibrium is dynamically unstable (i.e., intraspecific competition is weaker than interspecific competition), the region corresponds to parameters that are compatible with contingent exclusion (right panel: orange region); if the feasible equilibrium is dynamically stable (i.e., intraspecific competition is stronger than interspecific competition), the region is compatible with stable coexistence (left panel: blue region). The complement of the feasibility domain regardless of dynamical stability (green region) corresponds to the directions of intrinsic growth rates associated with deterministic exclusion: species 1 is deterministically excluded in the upper region while species 2 is deterministically excluded in the lower region. The dashed, red arrows shows the direction where the community can move from deterministic exclusion of species 1 into either coexistence or contingent exclusion. Following the structural approach in ecology, we can derive three key intuitions:
    (i) For contingent exclusion to occur, it is necessary that species depress their competitor's per capita growth rate more than their own (changing the orientation of the feasibility domain). (ii) The larger the intrinsic growth rate of the competitively inferior species, the more likely contingent exclusion is to occur. (iii) The larger the feasibility domain, the more likely contingent exclusion is to occur. As a corollary of (iii), contingent exclusion is less likely in species-rich communities because adding a new species generally further constrains the feasibility domain to be smaller. The opposite intuitions operate for deterministic exclusion.}
     \label{fig:overview}
\end{figure}
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\begin{figure}
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = \textwidth]{figures/Figure2.pdf}
    \internallinenumbers
    \caption{\textbf{Population dynamics of annual and perennial plant species.} Panel (A) illustrates the population dynamics of an annual plant species (Eqn. \ref{eqn.dynamics.annual}). Annual plant dynamics are tracked as seeds entering each growing season. Some annual seeds germinate, and the germinated seeds produce seeds at a rate reduced by competition from other plant species. Panel (B) illustrates the dynamics of a perennial plant species (Eqn. \ref{eqn.dynamics.perennial.seed} and \ref{eqn.dynamics.perennial.adult}). The perennial plant has two life stages, seed and adult. Some perennial seeds germinate, and the germinated seeds would produce adults at a rate reduced by competition from other plant species. Perennial life history: some perennial adults survive as perennials, while some perennial adults produce seeds and are decreased by competition from other plant species. Note that the dynamics of perennial plants can be be modeled with or without these perennial life-history processes (Figure \ref{fig:SI_dynamic_w0_perennial}).}
    \label{fig:dynamics}
\end{figure}
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\begin{figure}
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = \textwidth]{figures/Figure3.pdf}
    \internallinenumbers
    \caption{\textbf{Perennial life-history processes increase the frequency of contingent exclusion by increasing the effective intrinsic growth rates of perennials.} Plots represent two-species dynamics based on niche overlap (horizontal axis) and species average fitness ratio (vertical axis) between a pair of one annual species and one perennial species. This space is divided into three regions: deterministic exclusion (green), coexistence (blue), and contingent exclusion (orange). The left panel shows the case when perennial life-history processes are not incorporated into the model, while the right panel shows the case when perennial life-history processes are incorporated. Each point represents a pair of species average fitness ratio and niche overlap computed from $2,000$ posterior samples from the posterior distribution of parameter values (the color map represents the density of the points). We use all possible annual-perennial pairings.
    Note that the species average fitness ratio here refers to the ratio of annual fitness to the perennial fitness, so that the upper green regions correspond to annual-dominated deterministic exclusion and the lower green regions to perennial dominance. Perennial life-history processes only influence the effective intrinsic growth rates, but not the effective competition strength (i.e., life-history processes only change fitness ratios). This implies that including perennial life-history processes increases the proportion of the posterior distribution that falls into the contingent exclusion region (orange region). Note that including perennial life-history processes also increases the frequency of coexistence (blue region) and deterministic exclusion of annuals by perennials (lower green region). The details of computing fitness ratio and niche overlap can be found in Appendices \ref{appendix.MCT} and \ref{appendix.derivation}, and plots for individual pairs can be found in Appendix \ref{appendix.life.history}.}
     \label{fig:life-history}
\end{figure}
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\begin{figure}
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = .8\textwidth]{figures/Figure4.pdf}
    \internallinenumbers
    \caption{\textbf{Contingent exclusion is less likely when the community size is larger}. We show how the proportions of contingent exclusion, deterministic exclusion, and persistence for each of the five focal species change with community size. The horizontal axis denotes the plant species, where AB stands for \textit{Avena barbata}, BH for \textit{Bromus hordeaceus}, BD for \textit{Bromus diandrus}, EG for \textit{Elymus glaucus}, and SP for \textit{Stipa pulchra}. AB, BD, and BH are annual species while EG and SP are perennial species. We tested all the possible $n$-species combinations with both annual and perennial species present using 2,000 posterior parameter samples. The vertical axis denotes the average proportion of occurrences of deterministic exclusion (green), persistence (blue), or contingent exclusion (orange) in all these combinations. The left and right panels show the case when perennial life-history processes are excluded and included into the model, respectively. The vertical panels show the patterns in each community size (from two-species communities to five-species communities). We found that the proportion of deterministically-excluded species increases with increasing community size, while the proportions of contingent exclusion and persistence decrease.}
    \label{fig:community-size}
\end{figure}
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\begin{figure}
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = .8\textwidth]{figures/Figure5.pdf}
    \internallinenumbers
    \caption{\textbf{Weak intraspecific and not intransitive competition drives the patterns of competitive exclusion}. Panel (\textbf{A}) shows the competition structure among annuals and perennials in the empirical data from California grassland plant species. Each node represents a plant species, where the triangles (\textit{Avena barbata} (AB), \textit{Bromus hordeaceus} (BH), and \textit{Bromus diandrus} (BD)) are annuals and the diamonds (\textit{Elymus glaucus} (EG) and \textit{Stipa pulchra}  (SP)) are perennials. The direction and width of the links represent the direction and strength (averaged from the posterior samples) of competition. We observe two key structures: (i) intraspecific competition (self-loops) is in general weaker than interspecific competition (edges), and (ii) competition is intransitive (non-hierarchical). Panel (\textbf{B}) shows the outcome of competition---deterministically excluded, persist, or contingently excluded---for each empirically-derived parameter set, grouped into histograms by qualitative outcome. We characterize the competition structure of a community across different community sizes using the normalized size of the feasibility domain (horizontal axis). The empirical data show that deterministic exclusion (green histograms) is mostly characterized by structures with a relatively small feasibility domain. Contingent exclusion (orange histograms) has opposite patterns.
    Coexistence (blue histograms) is characterized by structures with a medium-sized (in between the characteristic sizes for deterministic exclusion and contingent exclusion) in two-species communities and is almost impossible for communities with 3 or more species. Panel (\textbf{C}) shows the theoretical expectations about how competition structure affects the patterns of competitive exclusion. We show model-generated communities with different competition structures. We use two structural combinations: (i) communities with either a low (intraspecific $<$ interspecific) or high (intraspecific $>$ interspecific) intraspecific competition, and (ii) communities with either a hierarchical or intransitive competition structure. We find that the competition structures with weaker intraspecific competition, regardless of being hierarchical or not, produce qualitatively the same patterns as the empirical patterns shown in Panel (\textbf{B}).
    }
     \label{fig:competition-structure}
    %  We characterize and simulate the outcomes of the different competition structures given by the empirical data.
    % This observation aligns with the theoretical expectations (Fig. 5) under low intra-specific competition, regardless of whether the structure is hierarchical or not. 
    % This domain represents the different directions of intrinsic growth rates compatible with the coexistence of all species in a community. By normalizing this domain, we obtain a probabilistic measure of coexistence under the assumption that all directions of vectors are equally likely. 
    % Under low intra-specific competition, we find that outcomes of deterministic exclusion mostly dominate as a function of community size, and are characterized by structures with a relatively small feasibility domain, regardless of whether the competition is hierarchical or not. However, under high intra-specific competition, the dominance of deterministic exclusion disappears together with their exclusive association with relatively small feasibility domains, again regardless of whether the competition is hierarchical or not.
\end{figure}
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\section{A brief introduction to Modern Coexistence Theory on competitive exclusion} \label{appendix.MCT}

Modern Coexistence Theory (MCT) is widely adopted to study competitive exclusion \citep{chesson2000mechanisms,fukami2016framework,ke2018coexistence}. The canonical formalism of MCT on two-species communities builds upon Lotka-Volterra (LV) competition dynamics. The formulation of two-species LV competition dynamics is written as
\begin{equation} \label{equ:LV}
	\left\{ 
    \begin{aligned}
    	\frac{d N_1}{d t} & = N_1(r_1 - \alpha_{11} N_1 - \alpha_{12} N_2) \\
        \frac{d N_2}{d t} & = N_2(r_2 - \alpha_{21} N_1 - \alpha_{22} N_2),
    \end{aligned} 
    \right.
\end{equation}
where the variable $N_i$ represents the abundance of species $i$, the parameters $r_i>0$ and $\alpha_{ii}>0$ correspond to the intrinsic growth rate and the self-regulation (or intra-specific competition) of species $i$, respectively, and $\alpha_{12}>0$ and $\alpha_{21}>0$ are the corresponding interspecific competition strengths. 

From the LV competition dynamics, MCT defines niche overlap $\rho$ as 
$\rho = \sqrt{ \alpha_{12} \alpha_{21} / \alpha_{11} \alpha_{22}}$, and species average fitness ratio $\kappa_2/\kappa_1$ as $ r_2 / r_1 \sqrt{\alpha_{11} \alpha_{12} /\alpha_{22} \alpha_{21}}$ \citep{Chesson2018updates,nacho2018biotic}. Building upon these two concepts, MCT claims that contingent exclusion arises when
\begin{equation}
   \frac{1}{\rho} < \frac{\kappa_2}{\kappa_1} < \rho,
\end{equation}
and deterministic exclusion arises when
\begin{equation}
   \frac{\kappa_2}{\kappa_1} > \max\{\frac{1}{\rho}, \rho\} \text{ or } \frac{\kappa_2}{\kappa_1} < \min\{\frac{1}{\rho}, \rho\}
\end{equation}
These conditions are illustrated in Figure \ref{fig:life-history}. Note that we used the effective intrinsic growth rates and competition strength in Figure \ref{fig:life-history} as we translated the population dynamics of grass species into Equation \ref{equ:LV}.
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\section{Interpretation of Structural Approach in different theoretical formalisms}\label{si.interpretation.SA}
The crux of the structural approach is to simplify ecological dynamics as a function of internal and external conditions. In the main text, we have represent external conditions by intrinsic growth rates and represent internal conditions by the competition structure. Here we briefly interpret this representation across several mathematically equivalent but ecologically different theoretical formalism of Lotka-Volterra dynamics. A more detailed discussion can be found in \citet{song2020disentangling}.

There are three theoretical formalisms of two-species Lotka-Volterra dynamics. The formalism we adopted in the structural approach (which we call $r$-formalism) is:
\begin{equation}
	\left\{ 
    \begin{aligned}
    	\frac{d N_1}{d t} & = N_1(r_1 - \alpha_{11} N_1 - \alpha_{12} N_2) \\
        \frac{d N_2}{d t} & = N_2(r_2 - \alpha_{21} N_1 - \alpha_{22} N_2).
    \end{aligned} 
    \right.
\end{equation}
where $r_i$ and $\alpha_{ij}$ are separated.

Modern Coexistence Theory usually adopts another formalism (which we call MCT-formalism):
\begin{equation} \label{equ:LV_MCT}
	\left\{ 
    \begin{aligned}
    	\frac{d N_1}{d t} & = N_1 r_1(1 - \bar{\alpha}_{11} N_1 - \bar{\alpha}_{12} N_2) \\
        \frac{d N_2}{d t} & = N_2 r_2(1 - \bar{\alpha}_{21} N_1 - \bar{\alpha}_{22} N_2).
    \end{aligned} 
    \right.
\end{equation}
where $\bar{\alpha}_{ij} = \alpha_{ij} / r_i$. Thus, under the MCT-formalism, $r_i$ and $\bar{\alpha}_{ij}$ are interlinked.

And the third formalism (which we call $K$-formalism) is:
\begin{equation} \label{equ:LV_K}
	\left\{ 
    \begin{aligned}
    	\frac{d N_1}{d t} & = N_1 \frac{r_1}{K_1} (K_1 - N_1 - a_{12} N_2) \\
        \frac{d N_2}{d t} & = N_2 \frac{r_2}{K_2} (K_2 - a_{21} N_1 - N_2).
    \end{aligned} 
    \right.
\end{equation}
where the competition strength is to be standardized by the intraspecific competition, i.e., $a_{ij} = \alpha_{ij} / \alpha_{ii}$. 

We first focus on the link between $r$-formalism and MCT-formalism. The ecological interpretations are fundamentally different in these two formalisms. The reason is that while $\alpha_{ij}$ and $\bar{\alpha}_{ij}$ are both called interaction strengths, they have different \textbf{units}: $\alpha_{ij}$ in the $r$-formalism measures the absolute reduction in the growth rates, while $\bar{\alpha}_{ij}$ in the MCT-formalism measures the relative reduction in the growth rates to the maximum growth rates. The reason why we have adopted the $r$-formalism is that $\alpha_{ij}$ in the $r$-formalism is what most empirical studies measure.

We then focus on the link between $r$-formalism and $K$-formalism. To establish the equivalence between the $r$-formalism and the $K$-formalism, the carrying capacity $K_i$ of species $i$ and the intrinsic growth rates are linked via $K_i = r_i/\alpha_{ii}$. Thus, if we assume that $\alpha_{ii}$ is fixed (which is a common assumption in theoretical and empirical studies), then $K_i$ and $r_i$ would reflect identical biotic or abiotic information.
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\section{Applying the structural approach to the population dynamics of annual and perennial species}\label{appendix.derivation}

\subsection{A brief introduction of the structural approach}
Here we present a brief, self-contained description of the structural approach in community ecology. A more detailed, technical description can be found in \citet{song2018guideline}. 

Consider an ecological community with $S$ interacting species governed by some nonlinear population dynamics. Suppose the equilibrium $\{N_j^*\}$ of the community is constrained by a set of linear equations,
\begin{equation}
    r_i = \sum_{j=1}^S a_{ij} N_j^*, i =1, \ldots, S
\end{equation}
where $r_i$ is referred as the effective intrinsic growth rate and $a_{ij}$ is referred as the effective interaction strength. 

Feasibility of the community refers to the situation in which the equilibrium of all species is positive (i.e., $N_j^*>0$, for all $j$) \citep{roberts1974stability}. The feasibility domain $D_F$---the full set of intrinsic growth rates $r_i$ that gives rise to feasibility---is given by \citep{logofet1993matrices,song2018guideline}:
\begin{equation}\label{eqn.feasibility.domain}
D_F = \left\{ {\mathbf{r}} \mid {\mathbf{r}} = -N^*_1 \mathbf{v}_1 - \cdots - N^*_S \mathbf{v}_S \text{, with } N^*_1, \ldots, N^*_S>0 \right\},
\end{equation}
where $\mathbf{v}_i = \{a_{1i}, \ldots, a_{Si}\}$ is the $i$th column vector of the interaction matrix. 

Importantly, the operation of positive scalar multiplication on the column space of the effective competition structure $\mathbf{A}$ does not change the feasibility domain \citep{song2018guideline}. Specifically, $\mathbf{v}_j \to c_j \mathbf{v}_j$ when $c_j$ is some positive constant (equivalently, changing the effective competition strength from $a_{ij}$ to $c_j a_{ij}$ for all $i$) does not change the feasibility domain. 

\subsection{Annual species}
We first apply the structural approach to the population dynamics of annual species. As a reminder, the population dynamics of annual species is written as:
\begin{equation}
   N_i(t+1) = \underbrace{N_i(t) g_i \frac{\lambda_i }{1 + \sum_{j}\alpha_{ij} D_j(t)}}_{\text{germinated seeds under competition}} \ + \underbrace{N_i(t) (1 - g_i)}_{\text{non-germinated seeds}},
\end{equation}

To perform the feasibility analysis in the structural approach, we focus on the equilibrium $N_i(t+1) = N_i(t)$. The equilibrium condition is equivalent to:
\begin{align}
    &N_i(t+1) = N_i(t) \\
    \Leftrightarrow \ & N_i(t) g_i \frac{\lambda_i }{1 + \sum_{j}\alpha_{ij} D_j(t)} + N_i(t) (1 - g_i) = N_i(t) \\
    \Leftrightarrow \ & g_i \frac{\lambda_i }{1 + \sum_{j}\alpha_{ij} D_j(t)} + (1 - g_i) = 1 \\
    \Leftrightarrow \ & g_i \frac{\lambda_i }{1 + \sum_{j}\alpha_{ij} D_j(t)} - g_i = 0 \\
    \Leftrightarrow \ & \lambda_i - 1 = \sum_{j}\alpha_{ij} D_j(t)
\end{align}

Substituting the definition of $D_j$ from Eqn. (\ref{eqn.def.D}), the equilibrium condition can be equivalently expressed as:
\begin{tcolorbox}[ams align] \label{eqn.feasibility.annual}
  \lambda_i - 1 = \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j +
    \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j^S, \ i \in \mathcal{A}
\end{tcolorbox}

\subsection{Perennial species}
Then we apply the structural approach to the population dynamics of perennial species. As a reminder, the population dynamics of perennial species are written as:
\begin{align} \label{eqn.dynamics.perennial}
    N^S_i(t+1) &= \underbrace{N^A_i(t) \frac{\lambda_i}{1 + \sum_{j}\alpha_{ij} D_j(t)}}_{\text{produced seeds from adults}} + \underbrace{N^S_i(t) (1 - g_i)}_{\text{non-germinated seeds}},\\
    N^A_i(t+1) &= \underbrace{N^A_i(t) \omega_i}_{\text{survived adults}} + \underbrace{N^S_i(t) \frac{g_i v_i}{1 + \sum_{j}\beta_{ij} D_j(t)}}_{\text{germinated seeds into adults}},
\end{align}

\subsubsection{Excluding life-history processes in perennial species}
When we exclude the life-history processes in perennial species, the equilibrium condition is same as that of annual species (Eqn. \ref{eqn.feasibility.annual}):
\begin{tcolorbox}[ams align] \label{eqn.feasibility.perennial.exclude}
  \lambda_i - 1 = \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j +
    \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j^S, \ i \in \mathcal{P}.
\end{tcolorbox}

\begin{figure}[!h]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = .8\textwidth]{SI/SI_dynamic_w0_perennial.pdf}
    \caption{Population dynamics of perennial plant species with their perennial life history processes removed. Gray links (both solid and dashed) represent the ecological transitions of seeds and adults. Here, we remove the adult stage of the perennial species. We remove the dashed links: over-summer survival of adult perennials, over-summer maturation from perennial seedlings into adults, and competition during this transition. The germinated seeds transition directly into seeds in the next year (the red link).}
    \label{fig:SI_dynamic_w0_perennial}
\end{figure}

\subsubsection{Incorporating life-history processes in perennial species}

\paragraph {Without considering the density-dependence in transition from adults to seeds}

Here we consider the case when the germinated seeds into adults are not under the pressure of competition. Mathematically, $\beta_{ij} = 0$ in Eqn. \ref{eqn.dynamics.perennial.adult}. Specifically, Eqns. \ref{eqn.dynamics.perennial.seed} and \ref{eqn.dynamics.perennial.adult} reduce to:
\begin{eqnarray}\label{eqn.woihout.dd.seed}
  g_i N_i^S &=& N_i^A \frac{\lambda_i}{1+ \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j +
    \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j^S + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij}  N_j^A},\\ \label{eqn.woihout.dd.adult}
   N_i^A &=& N_i^S \frac{g_i v_i}{1-\omega_i}.
\end{eqnarray}

Substituting the expression of $N_i^A$ from Eqn. (\ref{eqn.woihout.dd.adult}) into Eqn. (\ref{eqn.woihout.dd.seed}), the equilibrium conditions are:
\begin{align}
 g_i N_i^S = N_i^S \frac{g_i v_i}{1-\omega_i} \frac{\lambda_i}{1+\sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}}\alpha_{ij} g_j N_j +
    \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j^S + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij}  N_j^S \frac{g_j v_j}{1-\omega_j}}
\end{align}

Then the equilibrium condition can be equivalently expressed as:
\begin{tcolorbox}[ams align]
\label{eqn.feasibility.perennial.incorporate.wo.transition}
\frac{v_i \lambda_i}{1-\omega_i} - 1 = \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}}\alpha_{ij} g_j N_j + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j (1+ \frac{v_j}{1-\omega_j}) N_j^S, \text{ if } i \in \mathcal{P}
\end{tcolorbox}

The key difference between Eqn. \ref{eqn.feasibility.perennial.exclude} and \ref{eqn.feasibility.perennial.incorporate.wo.transition} is the change of effective parameters:
\begin{align}
    \label{eqn.effective.r}
    \text{Effective intrinsic growth rate: }& \lambda_i - 1  \rightarrow \frac{v_i \lambda_i}{1-\omega_i} - 1 \\
    \label{eqn.effective.alpha}
    \text{Effective competition strength: }& \alpha_{ij} g_j \rightarrow \alpha_{ij} g_j (1+ \frac{v_j}{1-\omega_j})  
\end{align}
With the effective parameters according to the transformations listed in Eqns. \ref{eqn.effective.r} and \ref{eqn.effective.alpha}, we would have a system of equations with exactly the same dynamics as the original annual/plant dynamics.

As we have discussed in the beginning of this section, multiplication on the column space of competition strength ($a_{ij} \to c_i a_{ij}, \forall j$) does not affect the feasibility domain. Here, $c_i = 1$ for annual species while $c_i = (1+ \frac{v_j}{1-\omega_j})$ for perennial species. Thus, the feasibility domain remains the same with or without transitions. 

Note that this result does not imply that the feasibility would not change with or without transitions. As a reminder, the community is feasible if and only if the effective intrinsic growth rates are inside the feasibility domain. Here, the effective intrinsic growth rates change from $\alpha_{ij} g_j$ to $\alpha_{ij} g_j (1+ \frac{v_j}{1-\omega_j})$. Thus, feasibility (determined by both intrinsic growth rates and competition structure) may change even though the feasibility domain (determined only by the competition structure) does not change.

\subsubsection{Incorporating life-history processes in perennial species}
\paragraph {Considering the density-dependence in transition from adults to seeds}

Here we consider the case when the seeds and adults face the same level of competition. Mathematically, $\alpha_{ij} = \beta_{ij}$. Specifically, Eqns. \ref{eqn.dynamics.perennial.seed} and \ref{eqn.dynamics.perennial.adult} reduce to:
\begin{eqnarray} \label{eqn.with.dd.seed}
  g_i N_i^S &=& N_i^A \frac{\lambda_i}{1+ \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j +
    \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j^S + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij}  N_j^A}\\  \label{eqn.with.dd.adult}
    N^A_i (1 - \omega_i) &=& N^S_i \frac{g_i v_i}{1+ \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j +
    \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j^S + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij}  N_j^A}
\end{eqnarray}

Substituting the expression of $N_i^A$ from Eqn. (\ref{eqn.with.dd.adult}) into Eqn. (\ref{eqn.with.dd.seed}), the equilibrium conditions are:
\begin{eqnarray}
 g_i N_i^S = \sqrt{\frac{v_i}{\lambda_i(1-\omega_i)}} g_i N_i^S \frac{\lambda_i}{1+ \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j +
    \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j^S + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij}  \sqrt{\frac{v_j}{\lambda_j(1-\omega_j)}} g_j N_j^S}
\end{eqnarray}

Then the equilibrium condition can be equivalently expressed as:
\begin{tcolorbox}[ams align]
\label{eqn.feasibility.perennial.incorporate.w.transition}
\sqrt{\frac{\lambda_i v_i}{1-\omega_i}} - 1 =& \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}}\alpha_{ij} g_j N_j + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j (1 + \sqrt{\frac{v_j}{\lambda_j(1-\omega_j)}})  N_j^S, \text{ if } i \in \mathcal{P} 
\end{tcolorbox}

Similarly, we have the changes of effective parameters from Eqn. \ref{eqn.feasibility.perennial.exclude} to Eqn. \ref{eqn.feasibility.perennial.incorporate.w.transition},
\begin{align}
    \text{Effective intrinsic growth rate: }& \lambda_i - 1  \rightarrow \sqrt{\frac{\lambda_i v_i}{1-\omega_i}} - 1 \\
    \text{Effective competition strength: }& \alpha_{ij} g_j \rightarrow \alpha_{ij} g_j (1 + \sqrt{\frac{v_j}{\lambda_j(1-\omega_j)}})
\end{align}


$\beta_{ij}$ is the same for all species (i.e., whether $j \in \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{P}^S, \mathcal{P}^A$)
\begin{eqnarray}
  g_i N_i^S &=& N_i^A \frac{\lambda_i}{1+ \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j +
    \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij} g_j N_j^S + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \alpha_{ij}  N_j^A}\\
    N^A_i (1 - \omega_i) &=& N^S_i \frac{g_i v_i}{1+ \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}} \beta_{ij} g_j N_j +
    \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \beta_{ij} g_j N_j^S + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{P}} \beta_{ij}  N_j^A}
\end{eqnarray}

\clearpage
\section{Disentangling sources of environmental stress}\label{appendix.Disentangl.stress}

Here we apply the methods from \citep{song2020disentangling} to disentangle the effects of parameter perturbations on species pairs. In general, a species pair exhibits a trade-off between the structural stability (tolerance) in competition strength and in intrinsic growth rates. Figure \ref{si.fig.disentangle.scheme} illustrates this trade-off, which is the same for both coexistence and priority effects \citep{song2020disentangling}.

\begin{figure}[!ht]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = .8\textwidth]{SI/SI_trade_off_concept.jpg}
    \caption{\textbf{Trade-off between structural stability in competition strength and in intrinsic growth rates}. The structural stability in competition strength is increased following the red arrows, and is maximized on the red line (i.e. species average fitness equivalence). The structural stability in intrinsic growth rates is increased following the black arrows, and is maximized on the black line (i.e., species average fitness ratio equals to the ratio of intrinsic growth rates). The color represents the scaled structural stability, where the yellow indicates high while the purple indicates low.}
    \label{si.fig.disentangle.scheme}
\end{figure}

Applying this method to species pairs in the grassland community, Figure \ref{si.fig.disentangle.data} shows that: (1) The perennial pairs are robust to both parameter perturbations in intrinsic growth rates and in the competition strength. (2) The annual pairs are more likely to persist under parameter perturbations in the competition strength but not in the intrinsic growth rates. (3) The mixed pairs of one annual and one perennial are robust to changes in intrinsic growth rates only when we exclude the life history processes, but are robust to changes in competition strength only when we incorporate life history processes.

\begin{figure}[!h]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = .8\textwidth]{SI/SI_trade_off_2species.pdf}
        \caption{\textbf{Community persistence under environmental (parameter) perturbations}. Here we focus on the structural stability (robustness) of coexistence and priority effects to parameter perturbations. As Figure \ref{si.fig.disentangle.scheme} shows, the structural stability in competition strength increases when the system pair is closer to the red line, while the structural stability in intrinsic growth increases when the system pair is closer to the black line. For the perennial pair (EG \& SP; left panels), they maximize both the structural stability in competition strength and in intrinsic growth rates, regardless whether the stage dependency is considered. This result is consistent with the fact that they are native species coexisting for a long time. Then for the annual pairs (middle panels), they tend to maximize the structural stability in competition strength instead of that in intrinsic growth rates. Because the annual species do not have stage dependency, the two panels are exactly the same. Then, for the mixed pairs with one annual and one perennial (right panels), they tend to maximize the structural stability in intrinsic growth rates when the stage dependency is not considered (top), while they maximize the structural stability in competition strength when the stage dependency is considered (bottom). Thus, the stage dependency makes the perennials more vulnerable to parameter perturbations in competition strength (while the annuals have been adapted to these kinds of perturbations). The blue dots denote the pairs exhibiting priority effects, while the orange triangles denote the pairs exhibiting priority effects. The error bars represent two standard deviations.}
     \label{si.fig.disentangle.data}
\end{figure}

\clearpage

\section{Effects of life-history processes}\label{appendix.life.history}

Figure \ref{si.fig.life.history.individual} is a remake of Figure \ref{fig:life-history} in the main text except that all the species pairs are shown individually.
\begin{figure}[!h]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = \textwidth]{SI/SI_2species_individual.pdf}
        \caption{This figure is identical to Figure 3 except species pairs are shown separately.}
        % \textbf{The role of stage dependency in perennial plants}. Here we focus on all the species pairs with one native perennial and one exotic annual plants. A species pair can only exhibit three possible ecological states: priority effects, competitive exclusion, and coexistence. Panel (A) summarizes how the stage dependency in perennial species changes the ecological state of the community. The node denotes the ecological state. The link denotes the transition from one state to another after adding the stage dependency to the perennial species. In general, the community is more likely to transition from competitive exclusion to priority effects. Panel (B) shows why it happens. The sampled parameters are plotted in the niche overlap-fitness ratio space of MCT. The upper and the lower facets show the communities without and with the stage dependency for the perennials, respectively. Mathematically, the effective intrinsic growth rates of the perennial plants are enlarged due to the stage dependency. Graphically, the communities move down where the species average fitness ratios are biased towards the perennials (the worse competitors).}
        \label{si.fig.life.history.individual}
\end{figure}



Figure \ref{si.fig.transition.matrix} shows the transition probability of community dynamics for a given ecological community between excluding and incorporating perennial life history processes. Note that there is zero transition probability from coexistence to contingent exclusion. The reason is that changing the effective intrinsic growth rates cannot change the system from coexistence to priority effect, or vice versa \citep{song2020disentangling}. 

\begin{figure}[!h]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = .8\textwidth]{SI/SI_transition_matrix.pdf}
    \caption{\textbf{The frequency and prevalence of contingent exclusion decreases as a function of community size.} We show the transition matrix of community dynamics between excluding (rows) and including (columns) life-history processes as a function of community size. Each element corresponds to the conditional probability (expressed as frequency) of having a particular dynamics by incorporating life-history processes (e.g., contingent exclusion including life-history, first column) given that the system started in a given dynamics excluding life-history processes (deterministic exclusion, third row). The matrices show that the prevalence (starting and remaining) of contingent exclusion (first element) decreases in general with community size. The matrices also show that the incidence (starting from deterministic exclusion---note that coexistence never leads to contingent exclusion) of contingent exclusion also decreases with community size.}
    \label{si.fig.transition.matrix}
\end{figure}

\clearpage
\section{Effects of community size}\label{appendix.community.size}

\begin{figure}[!h]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = \textwidth]{SI/SI_community_size_individual.pdf}
    \caption{This figure is a remake of Figure \ref{fig:community-size} in the main text except that the probability is now shown in a scatter plot instead of in a bar plot.}
    \label{si.fig.community.size}
\end{figure}


\begin{figure}[!h]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = \textwidth]{SI/SI_community_at_least_one.pdf}
    \caption{We study the proportion of communities that has at least one species demonstrating the three qualitative outcomes.}
    \label{si.fig.SI_community_at_least_one}
\end{figure}

\clearpage
\section{Effects of competition structure}\label{appendix.competition.structure}

Here we perform additional simulations to test the robustness of Figure \ref{fig:competition-structure}.

We changed the distribution of inter-specific interaction from uniform distribution to half-normal distribution ($\abs{N(0,1)}$). See Figure \ref{fig:SI_simulation_robustness_inter_normal}.

\begin{figure}[!h]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width = .9\textwidth]{SI/SI_simulation_robustness_inter_normal.pdf}
    \caption{Same as Figure \ref{fig:competition-structure} except that the interspecific interactions are drawn from a half-normal distribution. Specifically, this figure shows the theoretical expectations about how competition structure affects the patterns of competitive exclusion. We show model-generated communities with different competition structures. We use two structural combinations: (i) communities with either a low (intraspecific $<$ interspecific) or high (intraspecific $>$ interspecific) intraspecific competition, and (ii) communities with either a hierarchical or intransitive competition structure. We find that the competition structures with weaker intraspecific competition, regardless of being hierarchical or not, produce qualitatively the same patterns as the empirical patterns shown in Panel (\textbf{B}) in Figure \ref{fig:competition-structure}.
}
    \label{fig:SI_simulation_robustness_inter_normal}
\end{figure}
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